
Introdution to String TheoryProf. Dr. L�ustSummer 2006Assignment # 8Due: July 10, 2006
1) The OPE of the energy momentum tensorIn the omplex plane, the Virasoro generators Ln are given byLn = IC0 dz2�izn+1T (z): (1)a) Show that [Ln; Lm℄ = IC0 dw2�i ICw dz2�izn+1wm+1T (z)T (w): (2)Here, C0 denotes a ontour about w = 0, Cw is a ontour about z = w, and, as usual, theprodut T (z)T (w) is meant to be the radially ordered produt:T (z)T (w) � R(T (z) � T (w)) = ( T (z) � T (w) for jzj > jwjT (w) � T (z) for jwj > jzj ) :; (3)where the dot stands for the ordinary operator produt. (Hint: Write the ommutator as adi�erene of two double ontour integrals and use a ontour deformation of the dz integrationfor �xed w, just as was done in leture for Æ��(w) = [T�; �(w)℄.)b) Use (2) and the (radially ordered) operator produtT (z)T (w) = =2(z � w)4 + 2T (w)(z � w)2 + �wT (w)(z �w) + (�nite terms) ; (4)as well as the Cauhy-Riemann formula,ICw dz2�i f(z)(z � w)n = 1(n� 1)!f (n�1)(w); (5)to rederive the quantum Virasoro algebra:[Ln; Lm℄ = 12(n+ 1)n(n� 1)Æm+n + (n�m)Ln+m: (6)1



) Use (4) and the general formula for in�nitesimal onformal transformationsÆ��(w) = [T�; �(w)℄; (7)where T� = IC0 dz2�i�(z)T (z); (8)to show that Æ�T (z) = 12�3�(z) + 2��(z)T (z) + �(z)�T (z): (9)d) Using (9) and the in�nitesimal transformation property of a (hiral) primary �eld 1 derivedin Problem 5b) of Assignment # 7, explain why T (z) is not primary.e) Even though T (z) does not transform as a tensor under arbitrary (in�nitesimal) onformaltransformations, it does so for those transformations for whih �3�(z) = 0. Hene, for thesetransformations, it makes sense to assign T (z) a onformal weight h. Read o� h from (9).2) Frational linear transformationsThe group SL(2;R) of (2� 2)-matries of unit determinant ats on the Riemann-sphere (i.e.on C [ f1g) by so-alled frational linear transformations:z ! z0 = az + bz + d ; (10)where  a b d ! 2 SL(2;R): (11)a) Show that two suesive frational linear transformations,z ! z0 = az + bz + d; z0 ! z00 = ez0 + fgz0 + h; (12)are equivalent to one frational linear transformationz ! z00 = jz + klz +m; (13)where the matrix  j kl m ! 2 SL(2;R): (14)is the produt of the two SL(2;R) matries that orrespond to the single transformationsz ! z0 and z0 ! z00.b) Show that the frational linear ation of the inverse matrix of (11) on z0 leads bak to z,and hene orresponds to the inverse transformation z0 ! z.1A hiral �eld is a �eld that only depends on z and not on �z. A hiral primary �eld is a primary �eld thatlikewise only depends on z and that has onformal weight �h = 0 (but in general h 6= 0). T (z) is obviouslyhiral, but, as you show above, not primary. 2


